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written in nontechnical terms big business and the wealth of nations explains how the dynamics of big business have influenced national
and international economies in the twentieth century a path breaking study it provides the first systematic treatment of big business in
advanced emerging and centrally planned economies from the late nineteenth century when big businesses first appeared in american
and west european manufacturing to the present these essays written by internationally known historians and economists help one to
understand the essential role and functions of big businesses past and present politics labor and the war on big business details the rise
fall and impact of the anticorporate reform effort in arizona during the progressive reform era roughly 1890 1920 drawing on previously
unexamined archival files and building on research presented in his previous books author david r berman offers a fresh look at
progressive heritage and the history of industrial relations during arizona s formative period in the 1890s once heavily courted
corporations had become in the eyes of many outside money interests or beasts that exploited the wealth of the sparsely settled area
arizona s anticorporate reformers condemned the giant corporations for mistreating workers farmers ranchers and small business
people and for corrupting the political system during a thirty year struggle arizona reformers called for changes to ward off corporate
control of the political system increase corporate taxation and regulation and protect and promote the interests of working people led by
george w p hunt and progressive democrats arizona s brand of progressivism was heavily influenced by organized labor third parties and
socialist activists as highly powerful railroad and mining corporations retaliated conflict took place on both political levels and industrial
backgrounds sometimes in violent form politics labor and the war on big business places arizona s experience in the larger historical
discussion of reform activity of the period considering issues involving the role of government in the economy and the possibility of
reform topics highly relevant to current debates an account of the transformations in the party s policies performances and structures
since its formation the financial and economic collapse that began in the united states in 2008 and spread to the rest of the world
continues to burden the global economy david kotz who was one of the few academic economists to predict it argues that the ongoing
economic crisis is not simply the aftermath of financial panic and an unusually severe recession but instead is a structural crisis of
neoliberal or free market capitalism consequently continuing stagnation cannot be resolved by policy measures alone it requires major
institutional restructuring kotz analyzes the reasons for the rise of free market ideas policies and institutions beginning around 1980 he
shows how the neoliberal capitalism that resulted was able to produce a series of long although tepid economic expansions punctuated
by relatively brief recessions as well as a low rate of inflation this created the impression of a great moderation however the very same
factors that promoted long expansions and low inflation growing inequality an increasingly risk seeking financial sector and a series of
large asset bubbles were not only objectionable in themselves but also put the economy on an unsustainable trajectory kotz interprets
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the current push for austerity as an attempt to deepen and preserve neoliberal capitalism however both economic theory and history
suggest that neither austerity measures nor other policy adjustments can bring another period of stable economic expansion kotz
considers several possible directions of economic restructuring concluding that significant economic change is likely in the years ahead
the world bank group promotes small and medium enterprise sme growth through both systemic and targeted interventions targeting
means focusing benefits on one size class of firms to the exclusion of others targeted support for smes is a big business for the world
bank group averaging around 3 billion a year in commitments expenditures and gross exposure over the 2006 12 period in the context of
broader reforms such targeted support can be a powerful tool targeting smes is not an end in itself but a means to create economies that
can employ more people and create more opportunity for citizens to achieve prosperity a thriving and growing sme sector is associated
with rapidly growing economies a central challenge is to level the economic playing field by ensuring dynamic markets strengthening
market support institutions and removing constraints to participation ieg found that financial sector development can have both a pro
growth and pro poor impact by alleviating smes financing constraints enabling new entry of firms and entrepreneurs and better resource
allocation layered on top of this are targeted forms of assistance these interventions may build on a foundation of more systemic reforms
may come in tandem with them or may in fact be a means to build systemic reforms from the bottom up any credible justification of
targeted support to smes must be focused on establishing well functioning markets and institutions not simply providing a temporary
supply of benefits to a small group of firms during a project s lifespan thus targeted interventions need to leverage resources to produce
broader benefits for institutions and markets to make targeted support for smes more effective the world bank group needs to do several
things clarify its approach to targeted support to smes enhance the support s relevance and additionality institute a tailored research
agenda strengthen guidance and quality control for such support reform miga s small investment program features a compilation of polls
taken by the gallup organization this title offers commentary and analysis placing topics in a readable historical context world war ii was
a turning point in twentieth century american history and its effects on american society have been studied from virtually every
conceivable historical angle until now though the role of religion an important aspect of life on the home front has essentially been
overlooked in a cautious patriotism gerald sittser addresses this omission he examines the issues raised by world war ii in light of the
reactions they provoked among catholics episcopalians lutherans unitarians and members of other christian denominations in the
process he enriches our understanding of the relationships between church and society religion and democracy in deliberate contrast to
the zealous even jingoistic support they displayed during world war i american churches met the events of the second world war with
ambivalence though devoted to the nation sittser argues they were cautious in their patriotic commitments and careful to maintain
loyalty to ideals of peace justice and humanitarianism religious concerns played a role in the debate over american entry into the war
and continued to resurface over issues of mobilization military chaplaincy civil rights the internment of japanese americans jewish
suffering the dropping of the atomic bomb and postwar planning originally published in 1997 a unc press enduring edition unc press
enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously
out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers
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both historical and cultural value the american theater was not ignorant of the developments brought on by world war ii and actively
addressed and debated timely controversial topics for the duration of the war including neutrality and isolationism racism and genocide
and heroism and battle fatigue productions such as watch on the rhine 1941 the moon is down 1942 tomorrow the world 1943 and a bell
for adano 1944 encouraged public discussion of the war s impact on daily life and raised critical questions about the conflict well before
other forms of popular media american drama of the 1940s is frequently overlooked but the plays performed during this eventful decade
provide a picture of the rich and complex experience of living in the united states during the war years mclaughlin and parry s work fills
a significant gap in the history of theater and popular culture showing that american society was more divided and less idealistic than
the received histories of the wwii home front and the entertainment industry recognize in print for fifty years white collar by c wright
mills is considered a standard on the subject of the new middle class in twentieth century america this landmark volume demonstrates
how the conditions and styles of middle class life originating from elements of both the newer lower and upper classes represent modern
society as a whole by examining white collar life mills aimed to learn something about what was becoming more typically american than
the once famous western frontier character he painted a picture instead of a society that had evolved into a business based milieu
viewing america instead as a great salesroom an enormous file and a new universe of management russell jacoby author of the end of
utopia and the last intellectuals contributes a new afterword to this edition in which he reflects on the impact white collar had at its
original publication and considers what it means to our society today a book that persons of every level of the white collar pyramid
should read and ponder it will alert them to their condition for their better salvation horace m kaellen the new york times on the first
edition the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily
when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the
debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the
congressional globe 1833 1873 since the state of israel was established its labor force has grown rapidly and has become increasingly
diverse in terms of its demographic cultural ethnic and socioeconomic characteristics israeli work values have shifted towards greater
individualism materialism careerism and preference for white collar and knowledge based occupations is evident a major structural
change is underway as indicated by the decline of agriculture as a component in the israeli economy and the growth of the industrial
sector mostly towards high technology and innovative enterprises this volume sheds light on trends and developments that have been
taking place in the realm of work in israel in recent years it contains a unique selection of articles presenting empirical evidence of the
major features and important changes characterizing work organizations and the regime of work in israeli society labor relations work
values power and management in organizations work in the kibbutz inter organizational relations women and work migrants and
minorities in the israeli labor force studies show that another two major trends characterize the contemporary economy and the labor
market the trend toward privatization and globalization the results of which are a continuous decrease of job security and an increasing
level of unemployed israeli men and women that are replaced by the low cost labor of foreign workers emigrating from third world
countries this timely volume is valuable for its contribution to illuminating the recent changes taking place in the realm of work in israel
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and will be of interest to sociologists social scientists and students of judaica a brookings institution press and russell sage foundation
publication the extraordinary swings in the scope and content of the policy agenda during the first clinton administration revealed a
fundamental partisan divide over the social role of the federal government this book argues that the recent conflicts over social policy
represent key elements in strategies that parties designed in an attempt to consolidate their hold over the federal government long
frustrated by divided government each party exceeded its electoral mandate in hopes of enacting major policy reforms aimed to shift
politics in their direction for the foreseeable future the book traces the overreaching and limited legislative success that characterized
the first clinton administration s approach to three distinctive features of politics and policymaking the polarization of political elites the
predominance of advertising campaigns and intense interest group politics as political parties have ceased to mobilize ordinary people
and the unprecedented role that budgetary concerns now play in social policymaking although neither party managed to enact its major
transforming agenda congress did pass new policies most notably welfare reform that together with a host of other changes in the states
and the private sector altered the landscape for social policy the poor have been the biggest losers as democrats and republicans have
fought to win the middle class over to their vision of the future the authors first analyze the institutions and tools of policymaking
including congress the political use of public opinion polling and the politics of the deficit they then consider policies designed to win
over the middle class including health care policy employer provided social benefits wages and jobs and crime policy last they address
policies targeted at the disadvantaged including welfare affirmative action and urban policy in addition to the editor the contributors
include john ferejohn lawrence r jacobs robert y sha this book is a collection of reflections and empirical studies which examine the many
facets of the meanings of work the authors are significant scholars in fields of study ranging from ethics to sociology the book is a text
which aims at balancing the academic with the practical and so the chapters often reflect the tensions implicit in such a venture the
reader will find in these pages historical philosophical educational religious entrepreneurial and many other points of view which
combine to emerge as a text which is both encyclopedic in information yet engaging and lively in style the reader will be able to
understand how the meanings of work have changed over the centuries varying according to historical place and point of view at the
same time the diligent reader will observe the centrality that work has in the lives of people both practically and in terms of life quests
work has previously been defined as an activity that produces something of value for other people this definition does not even begin to
include the information about work that is presented in this book the reader will feel a invigorating sense of worth from this book over
the past three decades south korea has moved along a path of strong economic growth and political democratization attracting
worldwide attention and providing valuable lessons for other developing economies yet korea still must grapple with many intractable
problems fueled by its rapid industrialization and uneven growth including unbalanced distribution of wealth concentrated economic
power and adversarial relationships between management and labor within the context of these sweeping changes this volume explores
options for economic and social institutional reform in korea drawing on models of economic development from japan the united states
and europe a distinguished group of asian and western scholars relates the experiences of previously industrialized economies to each
facet of koreas economic system including national management taxation and banking land ownership and use trade and industrial
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strategy and relations among business ownership management and labor in so doing the contributors provide valuable insights and fresh
proposals for a viable model of social and economic modernization throughout the volume the contributors emphasize the importance of
koreas cultural heritage not only in explaining the nations recent growth but also as a key element of its continued success by providing
an overview of the evolution and interaction of korean economic political and sociocultural institutions the contributors make clear how
these structures mediate the movement between cultural values and economic progress essays by leading academics policymakers and
industrialists examine india s economic success in the late 1990s india s economy over the last decade looks in many ways like a success
story after a major economic crisis in 1991 followed by bold reform measures the economy has experienced a rapid economic growth
rate more foreign investment and a boom in the information technology sector yet many in the country still suffer from crushing poverty
and social and political unrest remains a problem these essays by leading academics policymakers and industrialists including one by
amartya sen the 1998 winner of the nobel prize in economics for his work on poverty and inequality examine the facts of india s recent
economic successes and their social and cultural context india s rate of economic growth after the 1991 reforms were instituted reached
a remarkable 7 percent for three consecutive years from 1994 to 1997 several contributors to india s emerging economy ask what this
means for the nation as a whole in his essay democracy and secularism in india amartya sen argues that economic progress is not the
only way to measure a nation s performance other essays examine the actual effect india s economic growth has had on reducing poverty
and recommend policies to empower the poor essays also address such issues as globalization and the vulnerabilities and opportunities it
creates india s experience with monetary and fiscal reform the rapid growth of the information technology sector including a case study
of india s software industry and india s grassroots economy deeply researched and clearly written a wide ranging and detailed account of
kentucky s society economy and politics during world war ii john w jeffries author of wartime america when world war ii broke out in
europe in september 1939 kentucky was still plagued by the great depression even though the inevitably of war had become increasingly
apparent earlier that year the citizens of the commonwealth continued to view foreign affairs as a lesser concern compared to issues
such as the lingering economic depression the approaching planting season and the upcoming gubernatorial race it was only the
japanese attack on pearl harbor that destroyed any lingering illusions of peace in committed to victory the kentucky home front during
world war ii author richard holl offers the first comprehensive examination of the commonwealth s civilian sector during this pivotal era
in the state s history national mobilization efforts rapidly created centers of war production and activity in louisville paducah and
richmond producing new economic prosperity in the struggling region the war effort also spurred significant societal changes including
the emergence of female and minority workforces in the state in the bluegrass this trend found its face in pulaski county native rose will
monroe who was discovered as she assembled b 24 and b 29 bombers and was cast as rosie the riveter in films supporting the war effort
revealing the struggles and triumphs of civilians during world war ii holl illuminates the personal costs of the war the black market for
rationed foods and products and even the inspiration that coach adolph rupp and the university of kentucky basketball team offered to a
struggling state robert w kaps examines air transport labor law in the united states as well as the underlying legislative and policy
directives established by the federal government the body of legislation governing labor relations in the private sector of the u s
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economy consists of two separate and distinct acts the railway labor act rla which governs labor relations in the railroad and airline
industries and the national labor relations act nlra which governs labor relations in all other industrial sectors although the nlra closely
follows the pattern established by the rla kaps notes that the two laws are distinguishable in several important areas labor contracts
negotiated under the rla continue in perpetuity for example whereas all other labor contracts expire at a specified date other important
areas of difference relate to the collective bargaining process itself the procedures for the arbitration of disputes and grievances and the
spheres of authority and jurisdiction to consider such matters as unfair labor practices congress established a special labor law for
railroad and airline workers for several reasons because of transportation s critical importance to the economy an essential goal of
public policy has been to ensure that both passenger and freight transportation services continue without interruption production can
cease at least temporarily in most other industries without causing significant harm to the economy when transportation stops however
production stops thus congress saw fit to enact a statute that contained provisions to ensure that labor strife would not halt rail services
primarily because of the importance of air mail transportation the railway labor act of 1926 was extended to the airline industry in 1936
the first section of this book introduces labor policy and presents a history of the labor movement in the united states discussing early
labor legislation kaps focuses on unfair labor practices and subsequent major labor statutes the second section provides readers with a
comparison of labor provisions that apply to the railroad and airline industries as well as to the remainder of the economy the final
section centers on the evolution of labor in the airline industry the author pays particular attention to recent events affecting labor in
commercial aviation particularly the effect of airline deregulation on airline labor this is volume ii of twenty one in a collection of race
class and social structure originally published in 1960 this book is about the place of class and its synonyms status prestige and power in
the structure of american society a dominant theme of the book is that classes do exist even though individuals are not chained to these
social positions with unequivocal finality a hard hitting look at achieving financial freedom by avoiding excessive borrowing and
spending if you don t actively resist america s culture of debt you ll end up precisely where the government banks and big business want
you to be indentured servitude the mistakes people make with their money are basic and avoidable and unless you understand what they
are you re probably going to repeat them what you need is someone who can shed light on the obstacles we face and show you how to
avoid getting tripped up by them financially stupid people are everywhere shows how society is rigged to take as much of your wealth as
possible and simple ways you can resist it investigates explains and offers advice for all those who have fallen into debt taken a second
mortgage been trapped by credit cards or found themselves unable to get ahead discusses what you can do to stop the destructive cycle
of borrowing and spending illustrates the four major tenets of getting money right highlights how to avoid the many ways that
government banks and big business try to trap you with debt to secure your financial future you must break the dangerous cycle of
borrowing and spending and learn how to guard your wealth against corporate ploys financially stupid people are everywhere leads you
down the only proven path to financial freedom from side hustlers to start ups freelancers to small business owners americans have a
special affinity for people who make it on their own but the dream has a dark side one day i ll work for myself perhaps you ve heard some
version of that phrase from friends colleagues family members perhaps you ve said it yourself if so you re not alone the spirit of
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entrepreneurship runs deep in american culture and history in the films we watch and the books we read in our political rhetoric and in
the music piping through our speakers what makes the dream of self employment so alluring so pervasive in today s world benjamin c
waterhouse offers a provocative argument the modern cult of the hustle is a direct consequence of economic failures bad jobs stagnant
wages and inequality since the 1970s with original research waterhouse traces a new narrative history of business in america populated
with vivid characters from the activists academics and work from home gurus who hailed business ownership as our economic salvation
to the upstarts who took the plunge we meet among others a consultant who quits his job and launches a wildly popular beer company a
department store saleswoman who founds a plus size bra business on the internet and an indian immigrant in texas who flees the
corporate world to open a motel some flourish some squeak by some fail as waterhouse shows the go it alone movement that began in
the 1970s laid the political and cultural groundwork for today s gig economy and its ethos everyone should be their own boss while some
people find success in that world countless others are left bouncing from gig to gig exploited underpaid or conned by get rich quick
scams and our politics doesn t know how to respond accessible fast paced and eye opening one day i ll work for myself offers a fresh
insightful cultural history of the u s economy from the perspective of the people within it asking urgent questions about why we re
clinging to old strategies for progress and at what cost
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Big Business
1956

written in nontechnical terms big business and the wealth of nations explains how the dynamics of big business have influenced national
and international economies in the twentieth century a path breaking study it provides the first systematic treatment of big business in
advanced emerging and centrally planned economies from the late nineteenth century when big businesses first appeared in american
and west european manufacturing to the present these essays written by internationally known historians and economists help one to
understand the essential role and functions of big businesses past and present

Big Business and the Wealth of Nations
1997

politics labor and the war on big business details the rise fall and impact of the anticorporate reform effort in arizona during the
progressive reform era roughly 1890 1920 drawing on previously unexamined archival files and building on research presented in his
previous books author david r berman offers a fresh look at progressive heritage and the history of industrial relations during arizona s
formative period in the 1890s once heavily courted corporations had become in the eyes of many outside money interests or beasts that
exploited the wealth of the sparsely settled area arizona s anticorporate reformers condemned the giant corporations for mistreating
workers farmers ranchers and small business people and for corrupting the political system during a thirty year struggle arizona
reformers called for changes to ward off corporate control of the political system increase corporate taxation and regulation and protect
and promote the interests of working people led by george w p hunt and progressive democrats arizona s brand of progressivism was
heavily influenced by organized labor third parties and socialist activists as highly powerful railroad and mining corporations retaliated
conflict took place on both political levels and industrial backgrounds sometimes in violent form politics labor and the war on big
business places arizona s experience in the larger historical discussion of reform activity of the period considering issues involving the
role of government in the economy and the possibility of reform topics highly relevant to current debates

Politics, Labor, and the War on Big Business
2012-07-15
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an account of the transformations in the party s policies performances and structures since its formation

The Big Business Reader
1983

the financial and economic collapse that began in the united states in 2008 and spread to the rest of the world continues to burden the
global economy david kotz who was one of the few academic economists to predict it argues that the ongoing economic crisis is not
simply the aftermath of financial panic and an unusually severe recession but instead is a structural crisis of neoliberal or free market
capitalism consequently continuing stagnation cannot be resolved by policy measures alone it requires major institutional restructuring
kotz analyzes the reasons for the rise of free market ideas policies and institutions beginning around 1980 he shows how the neoliberal
capitalism that resulted was able to produce a series of long although tepid economic expansions punctuated by relatively brief
recessions as well as a low rate of inflation this created the impression of a great moderation however the very same factors that
promoted long expansions and low inflation growing inequality an increasingly risk seeking financial sector and a series of large asset
bubbles were not only objectionable in themselves but also put the economy on an unsustainable trajectory kotz interprets the current
push for austerity as an attempt to deepen and preserve neoliberal capitalism however both economic theory and history suggest that
neither austerity measures nor other policy adjustments can bring another period of stable economic expansion kotz considers several
possible directions of economic restructuring concluding that significant economic change is likely in the years ahead

Labor's Conflict
2014-05-14

the world bank group promotes small and medium enterprise sme growth through both systemic and targeted interventions targeting
means focusing benefits on one size class of firms to the exclusion of others targeted support for smes is a big business for the world
bank group averaging around 3 billion a year in commitments expenditures and gross exposure over the 2006 12 period in the context of
broader reforms such targeted support can be a powerful tool targeting smes is not an end in itself but a means to create economies that
can employ more people and create more opportunity for citizens to achieve prosperity a thriving and growing sme sector is associated
with rapidly growing economies a central challenge is to level the economic playing field by ensuring dynamic markets strengthening
market support institutions and removing constraints to participation ieg found that financial sector development can have both a pro
growth and pro poor impact by alleviating smes financing constraints enabling new entry of firms and entrepreneurs and better resource
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allocation layered on top of this are targeted forms of assistance these interventions may build on a foundation of more systemic reforms
may come in tandem with them or may in fact be a means to build systemic reforms from the bottom up any credible justification of
targeted support to smes must be focused on establishing well functioning markets and institutions not simply providing a temporary
supply of benefits to a small group of firms during a project s lifespan thus targeted interventions need to leverage resources to produce
broader benefits for institutions and markets to make targeted support for smes more effective the world bank group needs to do several
things clarify its approach to targeted support to smes enhance the support s relevance and additionality institute a tailored research
agenda strengthen guidance and quality control for such support reform miga s small investment program

The Rise and Fall of Neoliberal Capitalism
2015-02-09

features a compilation of polls taken by the gallup organization this title offers commentary and analysis placing topics in a readable
historical context

The Big Business of Small Enterprises
2015-02-13

world war ii was a turning point in twentieth century american history and its effects on american society have been studied from
virtually every conceivable historical angle until now though the role of religion an important aspect of life on the home front has
essentially been overlooked in a cautious patriotism gerald sittser addresses this omission he examines the issues raised by world war ii
in light of the reactions they provoked among catholics episcopalians lutherans unitarians and members of other christian denominations
in the process he enriches our understanding of the relationships between church and society religion and democracy in deliberate
contrast to the zealous even jingoistic support they displayed during world war i american churches met the events of the second world
war with ambivalence though devoted to the nation sittser argues they were cautious in their patriotic commitments and careful to
maintain loyalty to ideals of peace justice and humanitarianism religious concerns played a role in the debate over american entry into
the war and continued to resurface over issues of mobilization military chaplaincy civil rights the internment of japanese americans
jewish suffering the dropping of the atomic bomb and postwar planning originally published in 1997 a unc press enduring edition unc
press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were
previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats
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bringing readers both historical and cultural value

America's Small Business Economy
1980

the american theater was not ignorant of the developments brought on by world war ii and actively addressed and debated timely
controversial topics for the duration of the war including neutrality and isolationism racism and genocide and heroism and battle fatigue
productions such as watch on the rhine 1941 the moon is down 1942 tomorrow the world 1943 and a bell for adano 1944 encouraged
public discussion of the war s impact on daily life and raised critical questions about the conflict well before other forms of popular
media american drama of the 1940s is frequently overlooked but the plays performed during this eventful decade provide a picture of the
rich and complex experience of living in the united states during the war years mclaughlin and parry s work fills a significant gap in the
history of theater and popular culture showing that american society was more divided and less idealistic than the received histories of
the wwii home front and the entertainment industry recognize

Financing Small Business, Hearings Before a Subcommittee of ..., 85-2 OnS.2160,
S.2185, S.2286 ..., April 21 ... May 2, 1958
1958

in print for fifty years white collar by c wright mills is considered a standard on the subject of the new middle class in twentieth century
america this landmark volume demonstrates how the conditions and styles of middle class life originating from elements of both the
newer lower and upper classes represent modern society as a whole by examining white collar life mills aimed to learn something about
what was becoming more typically american than the once famous western frontier character he painted a picture instead of a society
that had evolved into a business based milieu viewing america instead as a great salesroom an enormous file and a new universe of
management russell jacoby author of the end of utopia and the last intellectuals contributes a new afterword to this edition in which he
reflects on the impact white collar had at its original publication and considers what it means to our society today a book that persons of
every level of the white collar pyramid should read and ponder it will alert them to their condition for their better salvation horace m
kaellen the new york times on the first edition
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Small Business Administration
1973

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when
congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates
and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional
globe 1833 1873

Small Business Tax Needs
1975

since the state of israel was established its labor force has grown rapidly and has become increasingly diverse in terms of its
demographic cultural ethnic and socioeconomic characteristics israeli work values have shifted towards greater individualism
materialism careerism and preference for white collar and knowledge based occupations is evident a major structural change is
underway as indicated by the decline of agriculture as a component in the israeli economy and the growth of the industrial sector mostly
towards high technology and innovative enterprises this volume sheds light on trends and developments that have been taking place in
the realm of work in israel in recent years it contains a unique selection of articles presenting empirical evidence of the major features
and important changes characterizing work organizations and the regime of work in israeli society labor relations work values power
and management in organizations work in the kibbutz inter organizational relations women and work migrants and minorities in the
israeli labor force studies show that another two major trends characterize the contemporary economy and the labor market the trend
toward privatization and globalization the results of which are a continuous decrease of job security and an increasing level of
unemployed israeli men and women that are replaced by the low cost labor of foreign workers emigrating from third world countries this
timely volume is valuable for its contribution to illuminating the recent changes taking place in the realm of work in israel and will be of
interest to sociologists social scientists and students of judaica

The Gallup Poll
2003
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a brookings institution press and russell sage foundation publication the extraordinary swings in the scope and content of the policy
agenda during the first clinton administration revealed a fundamental partisan divide over the social role of the federal government this
book argues that the recent conflicts over social policy represent key elements in strategies that parties designed in an attempt to
consolidate their hold over the federal government long frustrated by divided government each party exceeded its electoral mandate in
hopes of enacting major policy reforms aimed to shift politics in their direction for the foreseeable future the book traces the
overreaching and limited legislative success that characterized the first clinton administration s approach to three distinctive features of
politics and policymaking the polarization of political elites the predominance of advertising campaigns and intense interest group
politics as political parties have ceased to mobilize ordinary people and the unprecedented role that budgetary concerns now play in
social policymaking although neither party managed to enact its major transforming agenda congress did pass new policies most notably
welfare reform that together with a host of other changes in the states and the private sector altered the landscape for social policy the
poor have been the biggest losers as democrats and republicans have fought to win the middle class over to their vision of the future the
authors first analyze the institutions and tools of policymaking including congress the political use of public opinion polling and the
politics of the deficit they then consider policies designed to win over the middle class including health care policy employer provided
social benefits wages and jobs and crime policy last they address policies targeted at the disadvantaged including welfare affirmative
action and urban policy in addition to the editor the contributors include john ferejohn lawrence r jacobs robert y sha

Delegate Recommendations, White House Conference on Small Business
1980

this book is a collection of reflections and empirical studies which examine the many facets of the meanings of work the authors are
significant scholars in fields of study ranging from ethics to sociology the book is a text which aims at balancing the academic with the
practical and so the chapters often reflect the tensions implicit in such a venture the reader will find in these pages historical
philosophical educational religious entrepreneurial and many other points of view which combine to emerge as a text which is both
encyclopedic in information yet engaging and lively in style the reader will be able to understand how the meanings of work have
changed over the centuries varying according to historical place and point of view at the same time the diligent reader will observe the
centrality that work has in the lives of people both practically and in terms of life quests work has previously been defined as an activity
that produces something of value for other people this definition does not even begin to include the information about work that is
presented in this book the reader will feel a invigorating sense of worth from this book
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A Cautious Patriotism
2000-11-09

over the past three decades south korea has moved along a path of strong economic growth and political democratization attracting
worldwide attention and providing valuable lessons for other developing economies yet korea still must grapple with many intractable
problems fueled by its rapid industrialization and uneven growth including unbalanced distribution of wealth concentrated economic
power and adversarial relationships between management and labor within the context of these sweeping changes this volume explores
options for economic and social institutional reform in korea drawing on models of economic development from japan the united states
and europe a distinguished group of asian and western scholars relates the experiences of previously industrialized economies to each
facet of koreas economic system including national management taxation and banking land ownership and use trade and industrial
strategy and relations among business ownership management and labor in so doing the contributors provide valuable insights and fresh
proposals for a viable model of social and economic modernization throughout the volume the contributors emphasize the importance of
koreas cultural heritage not only in explaining the nations recent growth but also as a key element of its continued success by providing
an overview of the evolution and interaction of korean economic political and sociocultural institutions the contributors make clear how
these structures mediate the movement between cultural values and economic progress

The Economists Conference on Inflation
1974

essays by leading academics policymakers and industrialists examine india s economic success in the late 1990s india s economy over
the last decade looks in many ways like a success story after a major economic crisis in 1991 followed by bold reform measures the
economy has experienced a rapid economic growth rate more foreign investment and a boom in the information technology sector yet
many in the country still suffer from crushing poverty and social and political unrest remains a problem these essays by leading
academics policymakers and industrialists including one by amartya sen the 1998 winner of the nobel prize in economics for his work on
poverty and inequality examine the facts of india s recent economic successes and their social and cultural context india s rate of
economic growth after the 1991 reforms were instituted reached a remarkable 7 percent for three consecutive years from 1994 to 1997
several contributors to india s emerging economy ask what this means for the nation as a whole in his essay democracy and secularism
in india amartya sen argues that economic progress is not the only way to measure a nation s performance other essays examine the
actual effect india s economic growth has had on reducing poverty and recommend policies to empower the poor essays also address
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such issues as globalization and the vulnerabilities and opportunities it creates india s experience with monetary and fiscal reform the
rapid growth of the information technology sector including a case study of india s software industry and india s grassroots economy

Economic Power of Labor Organizations
1949

deeply researched and clearly written a wide ranging and detailed account of kentucky s society economy and politics during world war
ii john w jeffries author of wartime america when world war ii broke out in europe in september 1939 kentucky was still plagued by the
great depression even though the inevitably of war had become increasingly apparent earlier that year the citizens of the commonwealth
continued to view foreign affairs as a lesser concern compared to issues such as the lingering economic depression the approaching
planting season and the upcoming gubernatorial race it was only the japanese attack on pearl harbor that destroyed any lingering
illusions of peace in committed to victory the kentucky home front during world war ii author richard holl offers the first comprehensive
examination of the commonwealth s civilian sector during this pivotal era in the state s history national mobilization efforts rapidly
created centers of war production and activity in louisville paducah and richmond producing new economic prosperity in the struggling
region the war effort also spurred significant societal changes including the emergence of female and minority workforces in the state in
the bluegrass this trend found its face in pulaski county native rose will monroe who was discovered as she assembled b 24 and b 29
bombers and was cast as rosie the riveter in films supporting the war effort revealing the struggles and triumphs of civilians during
world war ii holl illuminates the personal costs of the war the black market for rationed foods and products and even the inspiration that
coach adolph rupp and the university of kentucky basketball team offered to a struggling state

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business
1976

robert w kaps examines air transport labor law in the united states as well as the underlying legislative and policy directives established
by the federal government the body of legislation governing labor relations in the private sector of the u s economy consists of two
separate and distinct acts the railway labor act rla which governs labor relations in the railroad and airline industries and the national
labor relations act nlra which governs labor relations in all other industrial sectors although the nlra closely follows the pattern
established by the rla kaps notes that the two laws are distinguishable in several important areas labor contracts negotiated under the
rla continue in perpetuity for example whereas all other labor contracts expire at a specified date other important areas of difference
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relate to the collective bargaining process itself the procedures for the arbitration of disputes and grievances and the spheres of
authority and jurisdiction to consider such matters as unfair labor practices congress established a special labor law for railroad and
airline workers for several reasons because of transportation s critical importance to the economy an essential goal of public policy has
been to ensure that both passenger and freight transportation services continue without interruption production can cease at least
temporarily in most other industries without causing significant harm to the economy when transportation stops however production
stops thus congress saw fit to enact a statute that contained provisions to ensure that labor strife would not halt rail services primarily
because of the importance of air mail transportation the railway labor act of 1926 was extended to the airline industry in 1936 the first
section of this book introduces labor policy and presents a history of the labor movement in the united states discussing early labor
legislation kaps focuses on unfair labor practices and subsequent major labor statutes the second section provides readers with a
comparison of labor provisions that apply to the railroad and airline industries as well as to the remainder of the economy the final
section centers on the evolution of labor in the airline industry the author pays particular attention to recent events affecting labor in
commercial aviation particularly the effect of airline deregulation on airline labor

Pressures in Today's Workplace
1979

this is volume ii of twenty one in a collection of race class and social structure originally published in 1960 this book is about the place of
class and its synonyms status prestige and power in the structure of american society a dominant theme of the book is that classes do
exist even though individuals are not chained to these social positions with unequivocal finality

Broadway Goes to War
2021-06-08

a hard hitting look at achieving financial freedom by avoiding excessive borrowing and spending if you don t actively resist america s
culture of debt you ll end up precisely where the government banks and big business want you to be indentured servitude the mistakes
people make with their money are basic and avoidable and unless you understand what they are you re probably going to repeat them
what you need is someone who can shed light on the obstacles we face and show you how to avoid getting tripped up by them financially
stupid people are everywhere shows how society is rigged to take as much of your wealth as possible and simple ways you can resist it
investigates explains and offers advice for all those who have fallen into debt taken a second mortgage been trapped by credit cards or
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found themselves unable to get ahead discusses what you can do to stop the destructive cycle of borrowing and spending illustrates the
four major tenets of getting money right highlights how to avoid the many ways that government banks and big business try to trap you
with debt to secure your financial future you must break the dangerous cycle of borrowing and spending and learn how to guard your
wealth against corporate ploys financially stupid people are everywhere leads you down the only proven path to financial freedom

Economic Concentration
1970

from side hustlers to start ups freelancers to small business owners americans have a special affinity for people who make it on their
own but the dream has a dark side one day i ll work for myself perhaps you ve heard some version of that phrase from friends colleagues
family members perhaps you ve said it yourself if so you re not alone the spirit of entrepreneurship runs deep in american culture and
history in the films we watch and the books we read in our political rhetoric and in the music piping through our speakers what makes
the dream of self employment so alluring so pervasive in today s world benjamin c waterhouse offers a provocative argument the modern
cult of the hustle is a direct consequence of economic failures bad jobs stagnant wages and inequality since the 1970s with original
research waterhouse traces a new narrative history of business in america populated with vivid characters from the activists academics
and work from home gurus who hailed business ownership as our economic salvation to the upstarts who took the plunge we meet
among others a consultant who quits his job and launches a wildly popular beer company a department store saleswoman who founds a
plus size bra business on the internet and an indian immigrant in texas who flees the corporate world to open a motel some flourish some
squeak by some fail as waterhouse shows the go it alone movement that began in the 1970s laid the political and cultural groundwork for
today s gig economy and its ethos everyone should be their own boss while some people find success in that world countless others are
left bouncing from gig to gig exploited underpaid or conned by get rich quick scams and our politics doesn t know how to respond
accessible fast paced and eye opening one day i ll work for myself offers a fresh insightful cultural history of the u s economy from the
perspective of the people within it asking urgent questions about why we re clinging to old strategies for progress and at what cost

Definition of "small Business" Within Meaning of Small Business Act of 1953, as
Amended
1956
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Repeal of Section 14(b) of the Labor-management Relations Act
1965

Health Care Services Under the Medicare Program
1977

Annual Report
1982

White Collar
2002-09-26

Congressional Record
1969

Work and Organizations in Israel
2017-09-04
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The Social Divide
1998-02-01

Values, Work, Education
1995

Legislative History of the National Labor Relations Act, 1935
1949

Korea's Political Economy
2019-03-07

The Signalman's Journal
1958

India's Emerging Economy
2004
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Committed to Victory
2015-10-09

Air Transport Labor Relations
1997

Revitalization and the U.S. Economy
1981

Class in American Society
2013-08-21

Hearings
1949

Financially Stupid People Are Everywhere
2010-06-08
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One Day I'll Work for Myself: The Dream and Delusion That Conquered America
2024-01-16
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